Guidelines for extended abstract preparation
The authors should submit their manuscript in MS-Word (.doc/.docx/.rtf) as per the
following guidelines and using the preformatted template (Microsoft Word template
preformatted with paragraph styles) available to download in the abstract page of the
meeting website https://conferences.squ.edu.om/ipwg2023 or by clicking here
 The manuscript should not exceed 2 pages including illustrations and tables
 The manuscript should be organized in: Title, Abstract, Introduction, Materials and
methods, Results, Discussion, Acknowledgments followed by References
 The manuscript must be in high quality English
 Paper size: US letter (215.9 mm x 279.4 mm)
 The title should be followed by the author’s name followed by the name of the co-authors
 Name of the corresponding author, along with e-mail, should be indicated in the first
page footer (see the template). This is the author with whom all future correspondences
will be sent
 The affiliation and complete official addresses of all the authors should be mentioned
against their names in full
 Use the following font specifications (as indicated in the template): Title: 14-point bold,
Author’s name: 10-point normal, Author’s affiliation: 9-point normal, Abstract and
keywords: 9-point normal, Headings: 10-point bold, Sub-headings: 10-point, Body text: 10point normal, References: 8-point normal
 Keywords: About 5–6 keywords should be indicated
 Tables and figures must be inserted in the same MS Word files and placed at the top or
the bottom of the columns (see preformatted template). The table and figure numbers
should be mentioned correctly in the text

 All tables and figures should have caption. The format to be followed is Figure/Table
number. Description of the figure/table
 Photographs and illustrations: Image files should be optimized to the minimum possible
size without compromising on the quality. The photos and illustrations should have a
resolution of 300 dpi
 References in the text: the papers in the references list must be cited in the text and
viceversa. The citation should be mentioned as author followed by the year in brackets. For
example, (Smith, 1969) or (Smith and Jones, 1987). In case a sentence starts with a citation,
only the year would be in brackets; for example, Smith (1989) states that… The reference
details mentioned at the end should be in alphabetical order. The et al. will be used only in
case that there are more than two authors for example Smith et al., 1978
 References list: samples references are given below:
Journal citation:
Smart CD, Schneider B, Blomquist CL, Guerra LJ, Harrison NA, Ahrens U, Loernz KH, Seemüuller E and
Kirkpatrick BC 1996. Phytoplasma-specific PCR primers based on sequences of the 16-23S rRNA spacer
region. Applied and Environmental Microbiology, 62: 2988-2993.
Book citation:
Harrison NA, Rao GP and Marcone C 2008. Characterization, Diagnosis and Management of Phytoplasmas.
(Harrison NA, Rao GP, Marcone C, Eds) Studium Press LLC, U.S.A. pp. 1-399.
Book chapter citation:
Schneider B, Seemüller E, Smart CD and Kirkpatrick BC 1995. Phylogenetic classification of plant
pathogenic mycoplasmalike organisms or phytoplasmas. In: Molecular and Diagnostic Procedures in
Mycoplasmology, pp. 369-380. Eds. S. Razin and J.G. Tully. San Diego, CA: Academic press.
DOI publication citation:
Malembic-Maher S, Salar P, Filippin L, Carle P, Angelini E and Foissac X 2010. Genetic diversity of
European phytoplasmas of the 16SrV taxonomic group and proposal of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma rubi’.
International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology, DOI 10.1099/ijs.0.025411-0, in press.
Website citation:
Bertaccini A 2003. http://www.ipwgnet.org/doc/phyto_collection/collection-august2010.pdf [accessed
20.03.2014].
Abstract/Conference citation:
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